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Media Studies – New Student Day Activity  

Let’s look at online media!  

Did you know that some Vloggers are millionaires!  

In recent years digital technologies and the growth of the internet have dramatically altered 
the way the media landscape, challenging traditional understandings of the relationship 
between media producers, products and audiences. The emergence of new online media 
forms such as blogs and vlogs has played an instrumental role in this regard, reflecting the 
cultural shift towards user interaction, participation, connection and collaboration that is 
often said to characterise the web 2:0 era.  

Para- Social interaction is the illusion of face to face conversation which is created through 
techniques such as direct mode of address which means that the vlogger speaks to the 
audience directly.  

Vloggers such as Alfie Deyes and Zoella reach large audiences and often make money from 
advertising which they advertise on their own external websites too. Vloggers have become 
an extremely important part of audience’s experiences of online media and vloggers have 
become ‘important’ celebrities amongst their followers. For example, Alfie Deyes has 
featured as the cover star of the Sunday Times magazine supplement, while Zoella has 
appeared on the cover on the cover of the Mail on Sunday’s You magazine. They both 
featured on Band Aid 30s recording of ‘Do they know its Christmas?’ in 2011, becoming the 
first non-music artists to appear on a Band Aid charity single. Further evidence of their 
status as cultural icons can be found in Madame Tussauds, where wax figures of Zoella and 
Alfie were unveiled to mark the launch of the museum’s new YouTube-themed area in 
2015. (Eduqas)  

 

 

  

Vlogging tips 
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SECTION 1  

Use the following BBC link to research vlogging tips and advice. View some of the 
vlogs and blogs on the page and make notes.  

Make a list of vlogging tips to become a successful vlogger with a dedicated 
audience following.  

https://www.bbc.com/ownit/curations/vlogging 

 

SECTION 2 -Grab your phone, make a vlog!  

 

 

Okay, now you have researched what makes a good vlog why not have a go at 
planning and creating your own? Try a basic 5-minute Vlog -you do not need any 
special equipment or editing skills for this just as many of the Vloggers on the BBC 
website have advised.  

You can do this on any topic you like; anything that interests you.   

Remember: 

 Speak directly into the camera  
 Bright lighting  
 Clear speech  
 Treat the audience as if they are close friends  
 Tell your audience about something interesting  
 Demonstrate something to your audience  
 Try not to film against a window 

 

If you would like to show me when I see you in class then that would be great, 
however, there is no pressure to present this work, just have fun with it and enjoy!  
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Section 3  

Choose a vlogger that has been established for more than two years. And do 
some research on their career. Use these questions as prompts:  

1. Do they collaborate with other Vloggers? 
2. What is their net worth? 
3. What do they advertise? (if at all) 
4. Do they market their own products? 
5. Who is the target audience?  
6. What is the language like? Is it clean? Do they use the bleep out?  
7. What conventions do they use? Is it quite a professional set up? Do they 

have a makeshift studio? Do they edit quite heavily? Do they add graphics 
to the screen? Do they go out on location? Do they add music?  

8. How many views do they generally get?  
9. What makes them likeable or watchable? This is the key to success for 

vloggers-viewers following them and returning to see them regularly.  
10. Are they relatable to their target audience? 
11. If they have been established over a long period of time then look at how 

they and their vlogs may have changed.  
 

 

 

See you in September!  

 

 


